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Abstract
ArchOptions is a real-options based model that we have proposed
[1] to value the flexibility of software architectures in response to
future changes in requirements. In this paper, we build on ArchOptions to devise an options-based model, which values the
architectural flexibility that results from a refactoring exercise.
This value assists in understanding the payoff of investing in
refactoring: if the refactored system results in an architecture that
is more flexible, such that the expected added value (in the form
of options) due to the enhanced flexibility outweighs the cost of
investing in this exercise, then refactoring is said to payoff. We
apply our model to a refactoring case study from the literature.

1. Introduction
As software is enhanced, modified, or adapted to new requirements, the software becomes more complex and drifts
away from its original design. To reduce complexity, there
is a need for techniques that incrementally improves the
internal software quality. The research domain that addresses this problem is referred to as restructuring, or in the
case of object-oriented and agile development, as refactoring [12]. In the context of software evolution, restructuring
and refactoring are used to improve the quality of the software such as extensibility, modularity, reusability, complexity, and efficiency. In refactoring, the key idea is to
redistribute classes, variables, and methods across the class
hierarchy in order to facilitate future adaptations and extensions. This in turn will result in a modified structure (compared to the original) with different qualitative measures
and value potentials.
Numerical measures can be used before applying a
refactoring, to measure the (internal or external) quality of
software, or after the refactoring, to measure improvements
of the quality. For example, Simon et al. use distance-based
cohesion metrics to detect where in a given piece of software there is a need for refactoring [16]. Kataoka et al. use
coupling metrics to evaluate the effect of refactoring on
maintainability [11]. Coleman et al. use a polynomial of
multiple measures to define a maintainability index by
which the effect of refactoring can be evaluated [5]. However, little has been done on understanding the economics
of refactoring. For example, when is it cost-effective to
invest in a refactoring exercise? How can we value the
payoff due to refactoring, prior to investing in such an exercise? How can we reason about this payoff in connection
with changes in the structure and at correspondingly higher
level of abstractions than code? These questions translate

into a need for economic models that quantify the payoffs
of refactoring. Such models inform the decision in investing in refactoring through a tradeoff between the up-front
cost and the expected added value to the system as a result.
The added value may be strategic or operational; it may
take the form of expected savings in maintenance and/or
returns due to the enhancement of some qualities such as
maintainability, extensibility, modularity, reusability, or
efficiency. A characteristic of these benefits, whether strategic or operational, is that their payoffs are uncertain and
may not be immediate.
Little work has been done to understand the economics
of restructuring and refactoring. Notable effort includes
[18, 20]. Leitch and Stroulia [18] have proposed a framework for predicting the return on investment (ROI) for a
planned refactoring using cost-benefit analysis. In their
seminal work, Sullivan et al. [20] have shown how options
thinking can be used to value software design decisions
including restructuring. They have developed an option
model that borrows from decision analysis to value the
payoff of the decision to restructure legacy systems and its
optimal exercise time.
In this paper, we propose an options-based approach to
value the architectural flexibility that results from a refactoring exercise. We build on the ArchOptions model [1],
which values the flexibility of software architectures, relative to likely changes in requirements. We assume that
refactoring a system could enhance the flexibility of the
system’s structure/architecture. This incurs an upfront cost
to investment. It is worthwhile investing in refactoring, if
the refactored system could lead to an architecture/structure
that is flexible enough and adds a value to system following this exercise. We use the expected benefits due to
changes in the structure, as a way to value the payoff of
refactoring. As we assume that the added value is attributed
to flexibility, the decision to refactor is driven by the motivation to maximize the payoffs in the adapted architectural
flexibility that results from refactoring. We use savings in
maintenance cost relative to some likely future changes as a
way to quantity the added value. We apply the model to a
refactoring case study from the literature.
The use of strategic flexibility to value software design
decisions is not new. It has been explored in, for example,
[2,7,8,14,19,20]. However, the use of the resulting architectural flexibility and its value as metric to inform the decision of investing in refactoring is in the scope of the
work. The paper is further structured as follows. Section 2

presents an option model to value the payoff of refactoring.
Section 3 evaluates the model. Section 4 concludes the
paper and indicates further work.

2. Valuing the Payoff of Refactoring
Real options analysis recognizes that the value of the capital investment lies not only in the amount of direct revenues that the investment is expected to generate, but also in
the future opportunities that flexibility creates [7]. These
include growth, abandonment or exit, delay, and learning
options. An option is an asset that provides it owner the
right without a symmetric obligation to make an investment
decision under given terms for a period of time into the
future ending with an expiration date [15]. If conditions
favourable to investing arise, the owner can exercise the
option by investing the strike price defined by the option. A
call option gives the right to acquire an asset of uncertain
future value for the strike price.
We derive a real option-based model from [3], referred
to as ArchOptions. In ArchOptions, we value the growth
options of an architecture relative to some future changes,
as a way for understanding the architectural flexibility/stability. A growth option is a real option to expand
with strategic importance [13]. Growth options are common in all infrastructure-based (as it is the case with software architectures) or strategic industries with multipleproduct generations or applications [15]. In the architectural context, growth options are linked to the flexibility of
the architecture to respond to future changes. Since the
future changes are generally unanticipated, the value of the
growth options lies in the enhanced flexibility of the architecture to cope with uncertainty; otherwise, the change may
be too expensive to pursue and opportunities may be lost.
Let us assume that the value of the system is V. As the
software evolves, a change in future requirement ii is assumed to enhance the system value by xi% with a follow-on
investment of Cei, where Cei corresponds to an estimate of
the likely cost to accommodate the change. This is similar
to a call option to buy (xi%) of the base project, paying Cei
as exercise price. Thus, the investment opportunity in the
system can be viewed as a base-scale investment plus call
options on the future opportunities, where a future opportunity corresponds to the investment to accommodate some
future requirement(s). The payoff of the constructed call
option gives an indication of how valuable the flexibility of
an architecture to endure some likely changes in requirements. The value of the system having a particular architecture, materializes to (1) accounting for V and both the expected value and exercise cost to accommodate ii, for i ≤ n.
Valuing the expectation E of expression (1) uses the assumptions of [3] and detailed in [1]. We assume that the
interest rate is zero for the simplicity of exposition.
n

V + ∑ E [max (xiV - Cei, 0)]
i=0

(1)

The model has the prospect of valuing the architectural
flexibility and its value potentials due to various types of
changes. These may be preventive, adaptive, or perfective
[10]. Refactoring, a preventive change, can be seen as an
investment to embed flexibility. The objective is to “clear
up” much of the system degraded structure and enhance its
upside potentials by making it more accommodating for
future changes. In this context, refactoring can be seen as
an investment to purchase growth options that enhance the
upside potentials of the structure, paying an upfront cost Ie,
which corresponds to the cost of refactoring. We build on
the ArchOptions model to value whether it is worthwhile to
invest into refactoring, as shown in (2):
n

V- Ie + ∑ E [max (xiV - Cei, 0)]

(2)

i=0

Let us assume that S1 is a structure of the software obtained by refactoring S0. We assume that refactoring is an
economical choice, if it adds value to S1 relative to S0. We
attribute the added value to the enhanced flexibility of S1
over S0. If we are considering savings in maintenance as a
criteria for understanding the value added to the system,
then future changes in requirements following refactoring
will tell us how valuable S1 is relative to S0. But the added
value due to refactoring is uncertain, as the demand on future changes are uncertain. This makes refactoring a good
candidate to reason using option “thinking”.
The decision to refactor has to be guided by the expected payoff in (- Ie + ∑ i=1…n E [max (xiV - Cei, 0]) S1 relative to that of S0. That is, if (- Ie + ∑ i=1…n E [max (xiV - Cei,
0)] S1 > ∑ i=1…n E [max (xiV - Cei, 0)] S0) for some likely
changes, then it is worth investing in such an exercise, as
the investment in refactoring is likely to generate more
growth options for S1 than for S0. As we assume that xiV is
the expected saving in S1 over S0 due to refactoring, it is
reasonable to consider that if (- Ie + ∑ i=1…n E [max (xiV Cei, 0)] S1 >=0), then investing in refactoring is said to payoff. An optimal payoff could be when the option value (i.e.,
∑ i=1…n E [max (xiV - Cei, 0)] approaches the maximum relative to some changes in requirements, indicating an optimal
payoff in an investment in flexibility provided that (- Ie + ∑
i=1…n E [max (xiV - Cei, 0)] S1 >= 0). The analyst may conduct sensitivity analysis to manipulate the model variables
and analyze when such a state is likely to occur.
For a change in requirement k, if the (- Ie + E [max (xkV
- Cek, 0)])<0, then refactoring is not likely to payoff as the
flexibility of the architecture in response to the change is
not likely to add a value if the change need to be exercised.
Two interpretations might be possible: (i) the architecture
is overly flexible in the sense that its response to the
change(s) has not “pulled” the options. This implies that
the embedded flexibility (or the resources invested in implementing flexibility) are wasted and unutilized to reveal
the options relative to the changes. In other words, the degree of flexibility provided is much more than the flexibil-

ity demanded for the change. This case has the prospect in
providing an insight on how much do we need to invest in
refactoring relative to the likely future changes, while not
sacrificing much of the resources; (ii) the other case is
when the architecture is inflexible relative to the change.
This is when the cost of accommodating the change is
much more than the cumulative expected value of the
architecture responsiveness to the changes.
Table 1. Financial/real options/ArchOptions analogy
Option
stock

on

Real option on a
project

ArchOptions

Stock Price

Value of the expected cash flows

Value of the architectural potential
of the change (xiV)

Exercise
Price

Investment cost

Estimate of the likely cost to accommodate the change (Cei)

Time-toexpiration

Time until opportunity disappears

Time indicating the decision to
implement the change (t)

Volatility

Uncertainty of the
project value

“Fluctuation” in the return of value
of V over a specified period of
time (σ)

Risk-free
interest rate

Risk-free
rate

Interest rate relative to budget and
schedule (r)

interest

The options model (2) requires the estimation of several
parameters. Most importantly are xiV, Ie, and Cei.
Estimating cost is a wellEstimating Cei, Ie.
established component in software engineering; it is outside the scope of our work. For example, it is feasible to
use existing metrics to cost estimation (e.g. COCOMO-II
[4]). Another approach is to build on architectural level
dependency analysis (e.g., [14]) research to extract cost
estimates of accommodating ii, guided by some structural
criteria.
Capturing and estimating xiV. The application of [3] assumes that the stock option is a function of the stochastic
variables underlying stock’s price and time. We assume
that V moves stochastically bounded to two extreme values:
optimistic and pessimistic. This assumption appears to be
plausible: (i) it tends to account for all possible values
within the bound, yielding to a better approximation when
opposed to an ad-hoc type of estimation; (ii) the value of an
(evolvable) system changes over time; it tends to change in
uncertain way due to changes in requirements.
Black and Scholes is an arbitrage-based technique.
The technique requires knowledge of the value of the asset
in question in span of the market. Software architectures,
however, are (non-traded) real assets. Real options may be
valued similarly to financial options, though they are not
traded [15]. Real options valuation based on arbitragebased pricing techniques determines the value of an asset in
question in span of the market value using a correlated twin
asset [15]. The twin asset is an asset that has the same risks
the asset in question will have when the investment has
been completed [15]. In financial options, several proxies
are available to predict the value of the financial asset - the
most obvious proxy is simply the historical values of the

asset. In real options, such proxies rarely exist and the analyst may need to rely on experience and judgment in his/her
estimations [15]. Real options valuation (based on arbitrage) focuses on market value and uses the rate of return
on the twin asset as an input to the valuation of the asset in
question. If the asset value is not directly observable, it is
reasonable to use estimates of the revenues on the asset to
estimate the market value [15]. For example, some aspects
of the architectural responsiveness to the change can be
justified in terms of the directly observable cash flows
linked to future operational benefits or the market- making
it easy to use the rate of return to value the options. However, many others aspects may not be directly observable
through cash flows. Yet, their contribution to the added
value is crucial. If the analyst(s) relies on experience and
judgment in his/her estimation, the estimates tend to be
subjective but could make an implicit use of market information. However, back-of-the-envelope calculations,
which are based on value estimates (rather than on market
value) are yet revealing [19]. We note that it remains an
open challenge to strongly justify precise estimates for real
options in software [20]. As a compromise, estimating xiV
requires a comprehensive solution that is flexible to incorporate multiple valuation techniques; some with subjective
estimates and others based on market data, when available.
The problem of how to guide the valuation and introduce
discipline in this setting, we term as the multiple perspectives valuation problem. As the added value may be relative to the market; on one or more technical aspects of the
system; and/or relative to the organization, the solution
may be through a valuation framework that captures the
added value - of the architectural potential of the changefrom different perspectives. The purpose is to reach a comprehensive value of options from the different perspectives.
Also, the aim is to promote flexibility through incorporating both subjective estimates (may implicitly use market
information) and/or explicit market value (when available).
As the architecture is the artefact that facilitates both technical and market reasoning, such an approach seems to be
viable. Addressing this problem and its solution is outside
the scope of this paper.

3. Case Study
The objective of the study is to empirically simulate the
applicability of the model, and validate its interpretations.
We summarize the simulation rationale as follows: (a)
refactor and observe its effect on the flexibility of the structure (b) observe the responsiveness of the structure to some
random changes in requirements following action (a); (c)
quantify flexibility relative to likely future changes as a
way for understanding the payoff of refactoring. Particularly, we seek an understanding for the following: Are the
model interpretations valid? When does refactoring, as an
adapted flexibility, add to the system a value? How worth-

while is it investing in such an exercise while not sacrificing much of our resources?
To achieve the simulation rationale, we use the refactoring case study of a traffic light system published in [18],
which proposes a framework to predict the return on investment (ROI) for a planned refactoring using cost-benefit
analysis. We recast the problem into an option problem: we
consider the benefits of refactoring to be uncertain as the
demand for future changes -following refactoring- are uncertain. We restrict architectural information to data and
control dependency for this example. Table 2 summarizes
the structural changes upon evolving S0 (the initial structure) to S1 (the refactored structure) of the traffic light system. Table 2 shows that refactoring has transformed the
structure into a more flexible state through the decrease of
both control and data dependencies. The decrease in dependencies in S1 means less complexity and better prospects for accommodating future changes.

$12806 (optimistic) to $7433 (pessimistic) for the twenty
changes.
Calculating the volatility (σ). The volatility of the
stock price (σ) is a statistical measure of the stock price
fluctuation over a specific period of time; it is a measure of
how uncertain we are about the future of the stock price
movements. Volatility stands for the “fluctuation” in the
value of the estimated xiV. Intuitively, it “aggregates” the
“potential” values of the structure in response to the
change(s). We take the percentage of the standard deviation
of the three xiVs estimates-the optimistic, likely, and pessimistic values- to calculate σ.
Exercise time (t) and free risk interest rate(r). As a
simulation assumption, we set the exercise time to three
years. We set the free risk interest rate to zero (i.e., assuming that the value of money today is the same as that in
three years time).
Table 3. Refactoring effort, schedule, and cost

Table 2.

Effort

Aggregate results: the change (%)- evolving S0 to S1

Size in SLOC

S0
S1
740 602

Change (%)
-19%

No. of Modules

29

38

31%

Avg. SLOC Per Module

26

16

-38%

Data Dependency

147 112

-23.60%

Control Dependency

101

-19.40%

73

We apply the model: we construct a call option for the
likely changes following refactoring. To capture and estimate xiV, we restrict the valuation to the development perspective for space limitation. We use the expected savings
in development effort for likely futures changes due to
refactoring. When necessary, we use $2000 for man-month
to cast the effort into cost. We show how we have estimated the parameters:
Estimating (Ie). Table 3 reports the refactoring effort
(man-month), cost ($), and schedule (month) based on the
refactoring plan presented in [18]. Table 3 provides three
values: optimistic, likely, and pessimistic for each parameter. All are calculated using COCOMO II.
Capturing and estimating (xiV). To value the architectural potential of S1 due to refactoring, we use twenty
random changes to stress S1 with cost given as Cei. The
twenty changes are of an adaptive nature; they are generated based on percentage estimates of design, integration,
and code to be modified per change. The same likely
changes were used to stress S0. The objective is to calculate
the difference (i.e., savings-if any) in effort/cost of S1 over
S0. The aim is to quantify the responsiveness of the structure due to the embedded flexibility, from the development
perspective. We use COCOMO II to estimate the effort/cost for the twenty changes on each structure. xiV corresponds to the difference- as reported in Table 4. Expected savings, due to refactoring, are in the range of

Refactoring

Schedule

Iei

Op

Lik

Pes

Op

Lik

Pes

Op

Lik

Pes

0.9

1.2

1.5

3.6

3.9

4.2

1893

2366

2958

Observation 1. Flexibility creates options: S1 is more
flexible than S0 (due to decrease in dependencies as a result
of refactoring); S1 has created more options when compared to S0.
Table 5 shows that S1 is in the money in response to
the twenty random changes- relative to the development
perspective. The results read that refactoring (i.e. as the
embedded flexibility in S1) is likely to enhance the option
value by an excess of $5979 (pessimistic) to $10593 (optimistic) over S0, if the twenty changes need to be exercised
following refactoring. Thus, as flexibility is improved, S1 is
likely to add value in the form of options in response to the
twenty changes.
Table 4. Options on S1 relative to S0 ($) for the twenty random
likely changes (Development Perspective)
Pessimistic

Option

Likely

Optimistic

Cei

T

xiV

Cei

T

xiV

1454

3

7433

1817

3

9292

5979.09

7474.6

Cei

T

2212 3

xiV
12806

10593

Observation 2. How worthwhile is it investing in refactoring, while not sacrificing much of our resources?
Let us take the average value of the twenty changes.
The objective is to simulate the responsiveness of S1 to one
likely average change. The result of table 5 implies that
though S1 is flexible, refactoring has not “pulled” the options for one change. S1 is said to be out of the money for
this change. This implies that the embedded flexibility (or
the resources invested in implementing flexibility) are
wasted and unutilised to reveal the options relative to this
change. In other words, the degree of flexibility provided is

much more than the flexibility demanded for this change.
We repeat the above experiment, but stressing S1 with two,
three, four, and then five average changes at a time. Using
two average likely changes, the options reported zero values. Again, two likely average changes have not “pulled”
the options. Interestingly, S1 has just about pulled the options for three changes. For four, five, and nine changes, S1
reveals the options; however, refactoring is not likely to
payoff as (- Ie + ∑ i=1…n E [max (xiV - Cei, 0)] S1 < 0). For
ten changes, refactoring is expected to payoff as (- Ie + ∑
i=1…n E [max (xiV - Cei, 0)] S1 >0). Thus, refactoring is likely
to add to the system a value, if ten or more changes need to
be exercised during the next three years.
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